Background: Affymetrix GeneChips can be re-annotated at the probe-level by breaking up the original probe-sets and recomposing new probe-sets based on up-to-date genomic knowledge, such as available in Entrez Gene. This results in custom Chip Description Files (CDF). Using these custom CDFs improves the quality of the data and thus the results of related gene expression studies. However, 44-71% of the probes on a GeneChip are lost in this re-annotation process. Although generally aimed at less known genes, losing these probes obviously means a substantial loss of expensive experiment data. Biologists are therefore very reluctant to adopt this approach.
Findings
Background Affymetrix GeneChips are widely used for transcriptome analysis. This microarray platform is based on the concept of a set of 11-22 probes representing each gene. However, the genomic knowledge used by Affymetrix for the original probe-set definitions becomes increasingly outdated. This compels the redefinition of these probe-sets at probe level using current genomic knowledge. Several studies addressed this issue [1] [2] [3] [4] . In these approaches, the origi-nal probe-set definitions are discarded and all probes are recomposed into new probe-sets by mapping each probe via their sequence to unique genes available in one or more well-defined genomics resources (Entrez Gene, Refseq, Ensembl). The approaches differ with respect to the used genomic resources and genetic elements (genes or transcripts), as well as the chosen parameters, such as minimum number of probes per probe-set, percentage sequence similarity, and so on. In order to make these new probe-sets available to life scientists, new Affymetrix compatible custom Chip Description Files (CDFs) are produced that contain probe-sets, each consisting of a few to several hundreds probes.
Because these custom CDFs are based on the latest genomic knowledge, the newly defined probe-sets perform better in gene-profiling studies [5, 6] or allow for more reliable cross-platform comparison of gene expression [4] . Also, since genes are uniquely represented in a custom CDF, bias towards genes represented by multiple probe-sets is avoided in gene-set enrichment. With these advantages, one would expect these probe re-annotation approaches to be readily embraced by the research community. Although there is an increasing interest for this issue, still a limited number of studies actually used such an approach [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . One of the reasons might be that custom CDFs require a somewhat more advanced bioinformatics environments, both in software and expertise.
As we experience in practice, biologists do not accept the low percentages of probes left after re-annotation (Table  1) . Given the costly nature of Affymetrix based experiments, they will not easily discard 44-71% of their data, even though they know that the quality of the annotation of these probe sets is poor. They want to keep these probes sets because commonly their studies are not focussed only on well-established genes, but also on the involvement of new (poorly-annotated) genes. Quite often even their favourite genes are absent in the custom CDFs. In fact, some biologists fix the loss of their favourite genes by reintroducing them using the old Affymetrix probe-set definition [10] . This entails two separate, but redundant analyses that are difficult to compare. This motivated us to merge these two analyses from the start, by salvaging as many probe-sets as possible that are lost during probe reannotation. To illustrate our point, in the study described in [10] , a number of genes involved in epileptogenic development, such as Kncd2, a Potassium channel protein and CD11b/c (OX42), a marker for microglial activation are absent in the Brainarray CDF. These genes were added to the analyses and proved to be important in the biological study at hand. Currently, analyses of several Affymetrix experiments are in progress using our Hybrid CDFs.
Here we present a procedure, CDF-Merger, to formally compose such hybrid probe-set definitions based on the Brainarray approach by [1] . Thus, we generate Hybrid CDFs in which Entrez gene defined genes are uniquely represented and probe usage is maximized by reusing the information provided by Affymetrix, as long as there is no conflict with the Brainarray probe-sets. Given the difference in annotation quality between custom CDF annotation and original Affymetrix annotation, we made the origin of probe-set definitions in the Hybrid CDFs traceable by extensions on probe-set ids. In this way, biologist can choose at any time during their analysis which gene set they would like to use. Hybrid CDFs are Entrez based, i.e. gene-centric. If at some point in the analysis, a more transcript-centric approach is needed, tools such as ADAPT [12] can be used to link identifiers in the Hybrid CDF by their Affymetrix or Entrez Gene IDs via Ensembl to their transcripts.
Description
Hybrid probe-set definitions are generated using Brainarray CDFs [13] , Affymetrix NetAffx Annotation Files [14] , and NCBI Entrez Gene Info Files [15] . The original procedure to generate custom Brainarray Entrez probe sets entails the mapping of each -perfect match-Affymetrix probe to the appropriate Entrez Gene annotated target sequences. Probes with more than one or no perfect hits are removed and each final probe set must contain at least three probes [1] .
The following CDF-Merger algorithm aims to salvage a maximum number of probes from Affymetrix GeneChips that are lost by Brainarray re-annotation: a. Rename the Brainarray defined probe-sets from a specific Brainarray CDF to allow future traceability: Hybrid probe-set id: atd_ [Entrez id] b. Check each Brainarray defined probe-set for probes also present in other Brainarray probe-sets. If so, mark such a probe-set with extension _d. j. Compile a Hybrid CDF and R environment with these hybrid probe-set definitions and associated annotations.
c. Keep the Affymetrix defined probe-set names from the relevant Affymetrix NetAffx Annotation File to allow
A flowchart of this CDF-Merger algorithm can be found in supplementary information (Figure 1) . The Hybrid CDFs, the source code of the CDF-Merger algorithm, and instructions on use of these environments in R are online available.
Concluding Remarks
The motivation for the development of our CDF-Merger algorithm and the resulting Hybrid CDFs, came from complaints of biologists that disliked the high percentages of Affymetrix GeneChip probes lost during re-annotation. To illustrate their point, we compared probe usage of two recently published re-annotation algorithms for five commonly used Affymetrix GeneChips (Table 1 ). In the listed alternative probe-set definitions, the amount of data at the probe level is dramatically decreased compared to the original Affymetrix probe-set definitions, because 44% to 71% of probes are discarded. In contrast, because we salvage the far majority of lost probes with our CDF-Merger approach, ultimately only 6% to 12% of all probes are discarded. These mostly represent probes from Affymetrix defined probe-sets for genes that are already covered by Brainarray defined probe sets. The source code of the CDF-Merger algorithm, definition origin, and probe-set sizes in all Hybrid CDFs [see Additional File 1 Table S1],  a table of probe distribution [see Additional File 2 Table  S2 ] are online available and allow easy updating of the Hybrid CDFs. Although we based our CDF-Merger algorithm on the Brainarray re-annotation, our approach is, with minor adjustments, also applicable to the Affy-ProbeMiner and GeneAnnot reannotations.
It is obvious that re-introducing Affymetrix probe-sets will dilute the data quality enhancement from the original custom re-annotation procedures, which are based on upto-date genomic knowledge. However, our hybrid approach, which is in essence a practical compromise, aims to get the concept of re-annotated probe-sets more widely accepted in the biology community. For this, we made the whole CDF-Merger algorithm traceable, so it is clear where each probe-set originates from. As such, biologists and bioinformaticians can decide at any time during their extensive bioinformatics analyses whether they would like to use a) limited, but well-established data, or b) all data, which contains more ambiguity, but also more unknown genes and transcripts. The impact of using the Hybrid CDFs strongly depends on the character of a microarray study and the applied bioinformatics analysis methods. Altogether, we think that our hybrid CDF-Merger approach, which salvages most lost probes after probe-level re-annotation, combines the best of both worlds to enable the often discovery-driven omics experimentation. 
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